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Abstract- The Internet of Things (IoT) is a group of millions of devices having sensors and actuators linked over wired or 

wireless channel for data transmission. IoT has grown rapidly over the past decade with more than 25 billion devices are 

expected to be connected by 2020. The volume of data released from these devices will increase many-fold in the years to come. 

In addition to an increased volume, the IoT devices produces a large amount of data with a number of different modalities 

having varying data quality defined by its speed in terms of time and position dependency. In such an environment, machine 

learning algorithms can play an important role in ensuring security and authorization based on biotechnology, anomalous 

detection to improve the usability and security of IoT systems. Motivated from these, in this paper, we propose the security of 

the IoT devices by detecting spam using machine learning. To achieve this objective, Spam Detection in IoT using Machine 

Learning framework is proposed. In this framework, five machine learning models are evaluated using various metrics with a 

large collection of inputs features sets. Each model computes a spam score by considering the refined input features. This score 

depicts the trustworthiness of IoT device under various parameters. REFIT Smart Home dataset is used for the validation of 

proposed technique. The results obtained proves the effectiveness of the proposed scheme in comparison to the other existing 

schemes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Internet of Things (IoT) enables convergence and 

impelementation’s between the real-world objects 

irrespective of their geographical locations. 

Implementation of such network management and control 

make privacy and protection strategies utmost important 
and challenging in such an environment. IoT applications 

need to protect data privacy to fix security issues such as 

intrusions, spoofing attacks, DoS attacks, DoS attacks, 

jamming, eavesdropping, spam, and malware. 

 

The safety measures of IoT devices depends upon the size 

and type of organization in which it is imposed. The 

behavior of users forces the security gateways to 

cooperate. In other words, we can say that the location, 

nature, application of IoT devices decides the security 

measures [1]. For instance, the smart IoT security cameras 

in the smart organization can capture the different 
parameters for analysis and intelligent decision making 

[2]. 

 

The maximum care to be taken is with web-based devices 

as maximum number of IoT devices are web dependent. It 

is common at the workplace that the IoT devices installed 

in an organization can be used to implement security and 

privacy features efficiently. For example, wearable devices 

collect and send user’s health data to a connected 
smartphone should prevent leakage of information to 

ensure privacy. It has been found in the market that 25-

30% of working employees connect their personal IoT 

devices with the organizational network. The expanding 

nature of IoT attracts both the audience, i.e., the users 

and the attackers. 

 

However, with the emergence of ML in various attacks 

scenarios, IoT devices choose a defensive strategy and 

decide the key parameters in the security protocols for 

trade-off between security, privacy and computation. 
This job is challenging as it is usually difficult for an 

IoT system with limited resources to estimate the 

current network and timely attack status. 

 

II. SYSTEM STUDY 
 

1. Existing System: 
IoT has grown rapidly over the past decade with more than 

25 billion devices expected to be connected by 2020. The 

volume of data released from these devices will increase 

many-fold in the years to come. In addition to an increased 

volume, the IoT devices produces a large amount of data 

with a number of different modalities having varying data 

quality defined by its speed in terms of time and position 

dependency. In such an environment, machine learning 
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(ML) algorithms can play an important role in ensuring 

security and authorization based on biotechnology, 
anomalous detection to improve the usability, and security 

of IoT systems. 

 

2. Disadvantages: 

 Security problems 

 Less usability 

 

3. Proposed system: 

Motivated from these, in this article, we propose the 

security of the IoT devices by detecting spam using ML. 

To achieve this objective, Spam Detection in IoT using 

Machine Learning framework is proposed. In this 
framework, five ML models are evaluated using various 

metrics with a large collection of inputs features sets. Each 

model computes a spam score by considering the refined 

input features. This score depicts the trustworthiness of 

IoT device under various parameters. REFIT Smart Home 

data set is used for the validation of proposed technique. 

The results obtained prove the effectiveness of the 

proposed scheme in comparison to the other existing 

schemes. 

 

4. Advantages: 

 Proves the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. 

 

III. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 
 

In this paper author is using machine learning algorithms 

to provide security to IOT devices as IOT devices are 

small sensors which sense data from environment and then 
transfer that data to base station or centralized server but 

some attackers may hack such sensor and then inject false 

information and this false information will be send to base 

station which may take wrong decision, for example if 

health care sensor attached on patient body which send 

patient heart condition to hospital server and if attacker 

hack and send false information then hospital will give 

wrong prescription to patient. 

 

This sensor can be home monitor sensors, agriculture 

temperature monitoring or can be anything and to provide 
security to such sensor data author is evaluating 

performance of 5 machine learning algorithms called 

Bagged Model, Bayesian Generalized Linear Model, 

Boosted Linear Model, Extreme Gradient Boosting and 

Generalized Linear Model with Stepwise Feature 

Selection. We are implementing all first 4 algorithms and 

for last algorithm we are adding PCA features selection 

algorithm. 

 

To implement this project author has used REFIT Smart 

Home dataset which contains IOT signals information and 
this data contains some normal and spam features and we 

will train all above algorithms with this dataset and then 

calculate score of normal and attack signals. 

Below is the dataset screen shot:  

In following screen first row represents dataset column 

names and remaining rows contains dataset values and in 
last column each row has class label as Normal or SPAM. 

 

 
Fig 1. In above screen first row represents dataset column 

names and remaining rows contains dataset values and in 

last column each row has class label as Normal or SPAM 

 

In following screen in last column we have either normal 

and spam label and all machine learning algorithms get 
trained on this data and then trained model will analyse 

new test data and then predict whether its normal or 

SPAM and if request is spam then it will drop packet and 

security will be provided. 

 

 
 

Fig 2. In the above screen in last column we have either 

normal and spam label and all machine learning 

algorithms get trained on this data and then trained model 

will analyse new test data and then predict whether its 

normal or SPAM and if request is spam then it will drop 

packet and security will be provided. 

 

To implement this project we have designed following 
modules: 

 Upload Smart Home Dataset: using this module we 

will upload smart home dataset to application 
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 Preprocess Dataset: using this module we will read all 

dataset and then replace missing values with 0 to clean 
dataset 

 Run Features Selection Algorithm: using this module 

we will apply PCA features selection algorithm on 

dataset to select only important features and then 

remove unimportant features so application will have 

only important data to get trained with ML algorithms. 

Split dataset into train and test where application will 

used 80% dataset for training and 20% for testing 

 Run Bagged Model Algorithm: using this module we 

will trained Bagged Model with 80% dataset and then 

apply trained model on 20% dataset to predict label and 
this label will be compare with original data to calculate 

accuracy and spam score. 

 Run Bayesian Generalized Linear Model Algorithm: 

using this module we will trained Bayesian Generalized 

Linear Model with 80% dataset and then apply trained 

model on 20% dataset to predict label and this label will 

be compare with original data to calculate accuracy and 

spam score. 

 Run Boosted Linear Model Algorithm: using this 

module we will trained Boosted Linear Model with 80% 

dataset and then apply trained model on 20% dataset to 

predict label and this label will be compare with original 
data to calculate accuracy and spam score. 

 Run Extreme Gradient Boosting Algorithm: using 

this module we will trained Extreme Gradient Boosting 

with 80% dataset and then apply trained model on 20% 

dataset to predict label and this label will be compare 

with original data to calculate accuracy and spam score. 

 All Algorithms Comparison Graph: using this module 

we will plot accuracy of each algorithm to compare 

between them. 

 

IV. OUTPUT SCREENS 
 

To run project double click on ‘run.bat’ file to get below 

screen. In following screen click on ‘Upload Smart Home 

Dataset’ button to upload dataset to application and to get 

below screen, 

 

 
 

Fig 3. In above screen selecting and uploading smart 

home data and then click on ‘Open’ button to load dataset 

and to get below output. 

 

In following screen selecting and uploading smart home 

data and then click on ‘Open’ button to load dataset and to 

get below output, 

 
 
Fig 4. Selecting and uploading smart home data and then 

click on ‘Open’ button to load dataset and to get below 

output 

 

In following screen dataset loaded and we can see dataset 

contains some nonnumeric data and ML will not take such 

data so we need to preprocess data to convert non-numeric 
to numeric by assigning integer id, 
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Fig 5. Dataset loaded and we can see dataset 

contains some non-numeric data and ML will not 
take such data so we need to preprocess data to 

convert non-numeric to numeric by assigning integer 

id 

In following screen we can see entire dataset convert to 

numeric format and dataset contains total 11 

columns/features and now click on ‘Run Features 

Selection Algorithm’ button to apply PCA on dataset to 

select important features and then get below output, 

 

 
 

Fig 6. You can See entire dataset convert to numeric 

format and dataset contains total 11 columns/features and 
now click on ‘Run Features Selection Algorithm’ button to 

apply PCA on dataset to select important features and then 

get below output  

 

In following screen we can see after applying PCA 

features size reduced to 10 important features and dataset 

contains 1664 records and using 80% (1331) records for 

training and 20% (333) records for testing and now train 

and test data is ready and now click on ‘Run Bagged 

Model Algorithm’ button to train Bagged model with 

above data and get score graph and accuracy values, 

 

 
 

Fig 7. In above screen we can see after applying PCA 

features size reduced to 10 important features and dataset 

contains 1664 records and using 80% (1331) records for 

training and 20% (333) records for testing and now train 

and test data is ready and now click on ‘Run Bagged 

Model Algorithm’ button to train Bagged model with 

above data and get score graph and accuracy values In 
following screen with Bagged Model we got 97% 

accuracy and in graph dashed line represents Normal class 

0 and 1 represents attack class and Bagged model able to 

predict attacks from dataset so both line are overlapping. 

Now close above graph and then click on ‘Run Bayesian 

Generalized Linear Model’ button to train algorithm and 

get below output, 

 

 
Fig 8. In above screen with Bagged Model, we got 97% 

accuracy and in graph dashed line represents Normal class 

0 and 1  
 
Represents attack class and Bagged model able to predict attacks 
from dataset so both lines are overlapping. Now close above 
graph and then click on ‘Run Bayesian Generalized Linear 
Model’ button to train algorithm and get below output  
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In following screen with Boosted Linear we got 97% 

accuracy and we got score graph also and now close above 
graph and then click on ‘Run Extreme Gradient Boosting’ 

button to train Extreme Boosting and get below output, 

 
Fig 9. In above screen with Bayesian algorithm we got 

86% accuracy and we got score graph for Bayesian 

algorithm also and now close above graph and then click 

on ‘Run Boosted Linear Model’ button to train Boosted 

algorithm and get below output 
 

In following screen with Extreme Boosting we got 97% 

accuracy and score graph also showing prediction of 

normal and spam and now close above graph and then 

click on ‘All Algorithms Comparison Graph’ button to get 

below comparison graph, 

 

 
 
Fig 10. In the above screen with Boosted Linear we got 

97% accuracy and we got score graph also and now close 

above graph and then click on ‘Run Extreme Gradient 

Boosting’ button to train Extreme Boosting and get below 
output, 

 
Fig 11. In above screen with Extreme Boosting, we got 

97% accuracy and score graph also showing prediction of 

normal and spam and now close above graph and then 

click on ‘All Algorithms Comparison Graph’ button to get 

below comparison graph  

 
In following graph x-axis represents algorithm names and 

y-axis represents accuracy and other metrics values and 

each different colour bar represents different metrics and 

in above screen we can see 3 algorithms are giving more 

than 95% accuracy out of 4 so by using ML algorithms we 

can secure IoT devices data, 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

The proposed framework detected the spam parameters of 

IoT devices using ML models. The IoT data set used for 

experiments was preprocessed by using feature 
engineering procedure. By experimenting the framework 

with ML models, each IoT appliance was awarded with a 

spam score. This refined the conditions to be taken for 

successful working of IoT devices in a smart home.  

 

In the future, we are planning to consider the climatic and 

surrounding features of IoT device to make them more 

secure and trustworthy. 
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